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Abstract

In recent times drones have found application in many scenarios in the �eld
of wireless networks.
Drones can act as �ying base station to enhance the coverage and rate per-
formance in di�erent scenarios such as temporary hotspot or emergency sit-
uations.
The main advantage compared to the terrestrial base stations is that they
have a higher chance of Line-of-Sight (LoS) links to ground users because
they work at higher altitude and so re�ection and shadowing are diminished.
In this work we analysed two problems: the characteristics of a routing pro-
tocol and the optimal drones' deployment to cover the maximum number of
users.
We implemented two protocols that are optimal with respect to the metrics
that they optimize: one protocol minimizes the number of hops to reach the
destination while the other one maximizes the transmission rate.
Then, we compared them through end-to-end delay.
The results show that the protocol that works better is the one that mini-
mizes the number of hops.
Then in the second part we implemented two algorithms to maximize the
number of covered users.
One solves an optimization problem while the other one computes the den-
sity map using convolution.
At the end we analysed the pros and cons of each algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since drones or UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) have become accessible
to the public, industries started to explore new �elds in which they can be
useful.
Usually UAVs have been used in many surveillance and reconnaissance mis-
sions consisting in monitoring some areas and relaying information such as
images, videos and sensor data to a distant control station.
But, in recent times, they have found application also in wireless networks.
In fact, UAVs can act as �ying base station to enhance the coverage and rate
performance in di�erent scenarios such as temporary hotspot or emergency
situations.
They have several advantages compared to the terrestrial base stations: they
have a higher chance of Line-of-Sight (LoS) links to ground users because
they work at higher altitude and so re�ection and shadowing are diminished,
they can easily move and so they can be deployed in order to guarantee rapid
communication.
In [1] are described some applications that include the use of UAVs in wire-
less networks.
For example, in case of disaster, UAVs can be used to maintain global net-
work connectivity if a base station's failure occurs otherwise they can be
used to improve network capacity and coverage in crowded areas (such as
stadiums) by o�oading the tra�c from the cellular infrastructure.
Similarly, the networks can be densi�ed by using UAV cells with the base
stations together in order to enhance the achievable data rate and coverage
for future generation systems such as 5G. Tra�c o�oading through network
densi�cation and the use of millimeter-wave (mmWave) technology are key
enablers for 5G networks.
When we deal with a wireless network with UAVs, we have to face several
challenges. [2] One of the main interesting challenge is trajectory planning,
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due to constraints such as battery limitation and collision. For example,
suppose we have to inspect a zone, the goal is to maximize the observed area
consuming as less energy as possible.
Another interesting challenge is the optimal UAVs deployment. In this case
we have to take into account more factors.
Depending by the application drones have to be placed in the best possible
con�guration but if we consider an application where an UAV needs to com-
municate with a ground user we have to optimize also the altitude of a drone
and, in case of more than one drone, the intensity because they a�ect the
Air-to-Ground channel.
For example, users in high-rise urban scenarios may require higher LoS con-
nectivity, whereas users in suburban scenarios may need higher degree of path
loss reduction. Remember that the higher altitude of drones promotes higher
LoS connectivity since re�ection and shadowing are diminished, whereas
lower altitude ensures reduction in path loss.
So, after having analysed all the applications and the mains problem that we
should have faced we decided to study the routing protocols in these dynamic
networks.

In this thesis we implemented two routing protocols that are optimal with
respect to a speci�c metric: one protocol minimizes the number of hops to
reach the destination while the other one maximizes the transmission rate.
Then the performance of these two protocols have been compared through
the end-to-end delay de�ned as the time since a node checks the routing table
to see if there is a valid route for the destination to the instant at which the
packed is received.
The results show that the protocols that minimize the number of hops is
better than the other one and not only from delay point of view but also in
general.
The main problem that we faced is the mobility of drones because they can
move fast and so a link can suddenly appear or disappear, or the charac-
teristics of the channel can change. For this reason, we have considered
georouting.
Georouting is a routing principle based on geographic position information.
The basic idea is that the source sends a message to the physical location of
the destination instead of the network address.
So, at each instant, every node needs to know the physical position of all
others node in the network.
In the second part of the thesis, suppose we have a de�ned number of users
randomly distributed in a certain area, we implemented two di�erent al-
gorithms for the optimal UAVs deployment whose goal is to maximize the
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number of covered users.
The �rst algorithm try to solve an optimization problem with some con-
straints using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT). So, at each instant, this algo-
rithm provides the best drones' con�guration.
The second algorithm, instead, try to solve this problem through a convo-
lution between a matrix and a Gaussian �lter in order to �nd the densest
zones.
Once we found the densest zone we check if it is possible to place a drone in
that position verifying if there is overlapping.
At the end we compared the two algorithm and analysed the pros and cons
of each other.
This work is an implementation of what I have seen during my academic
experience to see how a routing protocol works and the main problems that
we have to face.
One of the biggest limitations of this work is that the routing protocols do
not take into account the consumed energy even if it is one of the most im-
portant metrics.
In this way we could have chosen the best protocol also from this point of
view since, as we read in many papers, one of the main goals is to increase
the lifetime of the network.
Another interesting aspect would be to analyse the link, in particular for how
much time there is a stable connection.
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Chapter 2

Routing protocols

Routing protocols can be divided into four categories: proactive, reactive,
hybrid and geographic protocols. [3]

2.1 Proactive routing protocols

Proactive Routing Protocols (PRP) use tables in their nodes to store all the
routing information about other nodes in the network. The main advantage
is that each node contains the latest information of the routes.
The problem is that to keep the table up-to-date we need to exchange a lot of
messages and their reaction to topology changes is slow. This is unsuitable
for UAV networks.
One of the main PRP is Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR).
In this protocol routes to all destinations are determined at the beginning
and then maintained by an update process. Each node broadcasts the link-
state costs of its neighbouring nodes to other nodes using a �ooding strategy.
When a source node S needs to send data to a destination node D, the next
hop is chosen using a shortest path algorithm.
In UAVs network the node locations and links change rapidly and, as con-
sequence, a high number of control messages (so packets) needs to be ex-
changed.
One way to optimize the e�ciency of this protocol is to select some nodes as
Multipoint Relays (MPR) that only forward the control tra�c packet reduc-
ing the number of transmission required.
Another important PRP is Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV)
that is a table driven protocol based on Bellman-Ford algorithm with some
adjustments for ad hoc networks. It uses two types of update packets, 'full-
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dump' and 'incremental'.
When the topology of the network changes an incremental packet is sent;
this reduce the overhead but it is still large.
In general, proactive protocols require a large bandwidth and this is a prob-
lem for aerial network.

2.2 Reactive routing protocols

Reactive Routing Protocols (RRP) are on-demand routing protocols. It means
that a route from a source node to a destination node is established only when
and if it needed. In this way the overhead problem is overcome but, on the
other hand, the procedure of �nding routes can take a long time, increasing
latency.
RRPs can be divided into two categories: source routing and hop-by-hop
routing.
In source routing a packet contains the entire path from a source node to a
destination node so, intermediate nodes can forward packets based on this
information. In this way the packet error rate and the overhead increase in
a way proportional to the size of the network.
In hop-by-hop routing, each data packet contains only the address of the next
hop. The advantage is that routes are adaptable to a dynamic topology but
the disadvantage is that each node needs to maintain routing information for
each active route and be aware of its neighbours.
Two commonly used RRPs are Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [4] and Ad
hoc on Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [5].

2.2.1 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)

When a source node S needs to transmit data to a destination node D, it
�rst looks in its route cache if there is a valid path (node sequence) for the
destination. If there is a valid path it sends packets to the next hop otherwise
it starts a new route discovery.
Route discovery is accomplished by broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ)
packet that contains;

• A unique request id;

• Source and destination address;
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• Record �eld listing the address of intermediate node.

When the destination node is reached it replies with a Route Reply (RREP)
that includes a copy of the record list and the address of the source node.
Source node will receive the RREP from destination node and use the pig-
gybacked list therein to route a RREP back to D containing the record list
from D to S. DSR assumes that links are unidirectional.

Figure 2.1: Example of RREP in DSR.

Alternatively, in case of bidirectional links, node D could just reverse the
sequence of hops contained in the route record of the RREQ and use this as
path for the route reply.
DSR uses also a mechanism of route maintainance in order to detect broken
links.
If a node A sends a packet to node B it is the responsible for the packet de-
livery and it can request the sending of an Acknowledgement (ACK). When
the ACK request has been sent for a maximum number of times the link is
marked as broken and a Route Error (RERR) message is returned to the
source node.
On receiving the RERR, node S removes each path containing the broken
link and checks if another path exists; if yes, the packet is routed using the
alternative path otherwise a new route discovery starts.
In DSR, when a packet is sent, all the intermediate nodes cache the path
to the destination and to each intermediate node. The reverse path is not
cached because links are assumed unidirectional.
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Figure 2.2: Example of route discovery in DSR.

Figure 2.3: Example of RREP in DSR.

Advantages

• Routes maintained only between pairs of nodes that need to communi-
cate. This reduces overhead of route maintenance;

• Route caching can further reduce route discovery overhead;

• A single route discovery may yield many routes to the destination be-
cause it replies to every RREQ;
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Disadvantages

• Packet header size grows with route length due to source routing;

• Flood of route requests may potentially reach all nodes in the network;

• Potential collisions between route requests propagated by neighboring
nodes that can be solved by inserting a random delays before forwarding
RREQs;

• Route Reply Storm problem, increased contention if too many route
replies come back due to nodes replying using their local cache;

• Stale caches will lead to increased overhead .

2.2.2 Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV)

Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) retains the good fea-
ture of DSR that routes are maintained only between nodes which need to
communicate and improve the performance of DSR by maintaining routing
tables at the nodes, so that data packets do not have to contain routes.
The idea is the same of DSR but, in AODV, a route is determined either
when the destination itself is reached or also when an intermediate node
with a fresh-enough route to D is reached.
AODV selects the shortest delay path and not the shortest one in terms of
number of hops because the destination node replies only to the �rst RREQ
that it receives.
Contrarily to DSR, a routing table entry is removed if it is not used for an ac-
tive route time out interval. Neighbouring nodes periodically exchange hello
messages and when a link breaks all active neighbours are informed and a
RERR message is propagated.

2.2.3 AODV vs DSR

• in DSR with a single RREQ a source node can learn the route to any
intermediate node and each intermediate node can also learn routes to
any intermediate node. Instead, in AODV each node learns only the
next hop to reach the destination node;

• in DSR destination replies to all RREQs while, in AODV, it replies
only to the �rst one;
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• in DSR there is not a mechanism to refresh route, only when we are
sending data and a link is not available any more a RERR message
is sent. In AODV if a route is not used for a certain time the entry
expires.

2.2.4 About mobility

With high mobility increases the probability of link failures so it is better
to use AODV because it refreshes routing table more often since each node
stores only one route for a given destination.
Using DSR if a route is not available any more it �nds another route in its
cache but it is highly probably that also that route is not valid.
Taking into account the MAC overhead, DSR is better because AODV starts
route discovery more often. However, considering that in both AODV and
DSR RREQ are broadcast, so RTS/CTS/data/ACK and MAC overhead
aren't necessary, but RREP are sent using unicast transmission we see that
overhead for DSR is higher than AODV. This is because DSR uses RREP
more than AODV (a factor 4).

2.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols (HRP)

The third category are Hybrid Routing Protocols (HRP) that are a combina-
tion of reactive and proactive protocols.
They reduce the high latency due to route discovery in reactive protocols
and the overhead problem of proactive protocols.
An example is Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [3].
In this protocol the network is divided in zones where intra-zone routing is
performed with the proactive approach while inter-zone routing is done using
the reactive approach. The parameter that most a�ect the e�ciency of ZRP
is the zone radius.
When two nodes belonging to two di�erent zone need to communicate they
send data to a subnet that is common to both nodes.
Another example is Location Aided Routing (LAR) but it will be explained
in the next chapter because it is the protocol on which this work is based.
The last category are geographic protocols ([6] and [7]). In these protocols
we assume that each node knows the geographic position of all others node
and when a source node needs to send data to a destination node it sends
the packet to the intermediate node closest to destination. This phase is
called greedy forwarding. It can happen that the mechanism stops and the
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recovering mechanism (called face routing) is applied to �nd another node
where greedy forwarding can restart.
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Chapter 3

Considered scenarios

3.1 Infrastructure

In an UAVs network links may be broken due to the drones' speed or because,
suddenly, the channel changes. Depending by the mobility's level an UAV
network can be infrastructure-based or ad hoc.
For example, in application that require UAV to act as �ying base station
to cover a certain area, we can use an infrastructure-based network where
UAVs can communicate with each other and also with the control center.
Instead, in application where there is a high level of mobility is better to
consider ad hoc structure.
So, when we had to choose the con�guration of UAVs, we considered four
options: star, multi-star, mesh and hierarchical mesh.
In a star topology all nodes are connected to one or more ground nodes and
all communications among UAVs are routed through the ground nodes. This
results in blockage of links, requirement of high bandwidth downlinks and
higher latency. This is due to the downlink length because it is longer than
the distance between UAVs since all communications must pass through a
ground control center.
The multi-star topology is quite similar except the UAVs form multiple stars
and one node from each group is connected to the ground station.
In case of mesh networks, the UAVs are interconnected and only a small
number of them may be connected to the control center. So, for this reason,
mesh networks are �exible, reliable and o�er better performance.
So, in this way, if we have to send data from a source to a destination, the
packet passes through intermediate nodes and �nd its way. Then, it is the
routing protocol that ensure the delivery of the packets.
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Figure 3.1: a
) Star Con�guration b) Multi-star Con�guration c) Flat Mesh Network d)
Hierarchical Mesh Network

So, after examining all the cases I considered three scenarios:

• assisted cellular network, where each UAV can move independently
from other UAVs and following the users' distribution. In this case is
not necessary the use of a ground control center;

• swarm of drones without movement control, all UAVs move all together
and we cannot control them;

• swarm of drones with movement control, all UAVs move all together
and we decide the direction;

The main advantage of the use of a swarm of drones that move coordi-
nately is that each node knows who its neighbours are and their position
with respect to one node is constant.
In this way, each node has only to check periodically if a link exists between
each neighbour and consequently update the routing table.
This scenario allows us to exploit all the advantages of georouting.
Since the idea is to use drones to guarantee a minimum users' rate this sce-
nario is useful if we want to maximize the coverage area in a determined zone
without considering users' distribution.
But, if we want to consider also the users' position, this model is not so
e�cient because there may be zones with a high number of users and, in
this case, a drone can use more power than the others that become obsolete
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because they do not serve any users.
For this reason and for the aim of this work the best solution is to consider a
certain number of UAVs that move independently following the users' distri-
bution. This is more e�cient because we are able to move drones basing on
our necessity such as maximize the number of covered users, minimize the
consumed energy or maximize the transmission rate.
In general, we can say that this con�guration is more suitable for our pur-
poses because we can make better use of each UAV.

3.2 Topology formation

This work aims to implement two routing protocols that are optimal with re-
spect to a speci�c metric and compare them with respect to end-to-end delay.
One protocol aims to minimize the number of hops to reach the destination
node, while the other one aims to maximize the data rate transmission.
Since we are considering an UAVs network, so aerial vehicles that are able to
move with high speed, we want that these UAVs move following the users'
distribution.
To reach this goal I proceeded by step.

First, I considered a static scenario with N UAVs acting as slaves and one
UAV acting as master. The UAV that acts as master is the one closer to the
Base Station (BS).
Every second the base station sends a packet containing the position of all
UAVs in the network to the master that broadcasts this packet to all its
neighbours using a sort of �ooding.
This process ends when each node has updated its routing table and an ACK
is sent to the master.
In this way, every second, we have an image of our network with all connec-
tions and positions.
The network has been modelled has a graph G = (V,E) where V is the set
of UAVs (each UAV has x and y coordinates) and E is the set of link.
I stated that there is a link between two nodes if the received power PRX is
greater or equal than a certain threshold, PTH .
At the beginning we considered only a simple model for the channel, i.e. an
attenuation proportional to the square of the distance d and a noise compo-
nent represented by α. As consequence, the received power of drone i from
drone j is:

PRX(i, j) =
PTX(j, i)

d2
+ α (3.1)
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where PTX(j, i) is the power transmitted by drone j to drone i and d2 is the
Euclidean distance between the two drones, computed as d =

√
(X2

i −Xj)2 + (Y 2
i − Yj)2.

In �gure (3.2) the best con�guration is shown.

Figure 3.2: Best drones con�guration.

As we can imagine this model is not e�cient because the links change
very fast and the routing table contains a lot of useless information because
they may contain routes that are not available anymore.
A better solution would be to implement a distributed protocol where each
node contains only needed routes and information about its neighbours.

So, in the next step we considered only N UAVs move randomly in the
area. The use of a drone that acts as master is not necessary anymore.
As before, if the received power is greater or equal to a certain threshold
there is a link between two nodes.
Every time that a node has a new neighbour or it loose one it updates its
neighbours list.
Furthermore, if we suppose that the link that connect node A to node B
disappears then node A removes from the routing table all the paths that
have node B as next hop.
In Chapter 4 we will see in more details the mechanism.
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3.2.1 Channel model

The design of an e�cient wireless communication system requires an under-
standing of the radio propagation environment [8].
The characteristics of the channel depend by the operating frequency and
the mode of propagation, e.g., Line of Sight (LoS), di�raction, scatterers,
satellite vs. terrestrial links.

Figure 3.3: Radio propagation environment.

Channel attenuation depends by:

• Path Loss (PL), caused by the dissipation of the power radiated by the
transmitter (proportional to 1

d2
);

• Shadowing, it is caused by obstacles between transmitter and receiver
that attenuate signal power through absorption, re�ection, scattering
and di�raction;

• Multi-path fading, scatterers.
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Figure 3.4: Channel attenuation with respect to the distance.

We can distinguish between LoS and NLos channel.
LoS channel refers to the case where we have a strong direct signal with a
number of weaker multipath echoes.
Indeed in a NLoS channel we don't have a strong direct signal but only a
number of weaker components.
In this work the channel model that we considered is the following:

Pr [dBm] = Pt + 20 log10(G) + 10 log10

(
4πfcd

c

)
− φ (3.2)

where

• Pr is the received power;

• Pt is the transmitted power;

• G is the antenna gain;

• fc is the carrier frequency;

• d is the distance between two nodes;

• φ ∼ N(0, θ) is the shadowing term.
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3.3 Location Aided Routing (LAR)

The next step to improve the quality of the work was to include georouting.
The idea of georouting, as we said before, is to forward the packet to the node
closer to destination (greedy forwarding) and, when a node is not founded,
we use a recovery mechanism to �nd a node where greedy forwarding can
restart.
Including georouting we reduce the tra�c load.
My approach is based on LAR [9], that is similar to AODV and DSR. If a
source node needs to transmit data to a destination D, it �rst looks its routing
table. If there is a valid route to the destination it sends packet to the next
hop otherwise a new route discovery starts. If we reach an intermediate node
that does not know how to reach D, it sends a RERR to S and a new route
discovery starts.
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The di�erence between LAR and the others reactive protocols is the route
discovery, let's how it works. First of all, the source node looks its routing
table and if it knows the location of the destination node D at time t0 it
de�nes two zones:

• a Request zone: a node forwards a RREQ only if it belongs to the
request zone. It is de�ned as a smallest rectangle that includes both
the current location of the source node and the expected zone. The
coordinates of the four corners of the request zone are included in the
packet;

• the Expected zone, the region that most likely contains the destination
node. To calculate it, source node need to know the location (L) and
the speed of destination (v) at time t0. Assume that current time is
t1, the expected zone is a circular region of radius v(t1-t0), centered at
location L.

Otherwise, if the source does not know the previous location of the destina-
tion, the RREQ is forwarded into the whole network.
Once the destination node is reached, it sends a RREP through a reversed
path in which it includes: destination current location, system current time
and destination current speed and direction.
The problem of LAR is that nodes need to know their physical locations.
We have to �nd a method that allows us a fast updating for what concern
positions otherwise we have to start a complete route discovery increasing
the tra�c load.
When a source node needs to transmit data to a destination node for which it
has not routing information it starts a route discovery broadcasting a RREQ
packet [10] to its neighbours. The RREQ packet format is shown in the �gure
below.
The size of the packet is bigger than the one of AODV and DSR because
it contains all informations about location such as Request zone and source
and destination location.
This is valid also for the RREP. Since the main problem of georouting is the
positions' update we decided to introduce some improvement.
Through RREP every intermediate node learns the location and the route of
any others intermediate node. For example, if node A needs to send data to
node E and the route is A-B-C-D-E then node B learns the route for E, C
and D because RREP contains all information about these nodes.
In this way we need less time to �nd a valid route for a speci�c node because
a route discovery is not necessary.
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Figure 3.5: Example of RREQ format in LAR.

Figure 3.6: Example of RREP format in LAR.

Regarding the routing table they have the following �elds:

• Destination node;

• Next hop;

• Destination position;

• Time, it represents the time instant at which the position is recorded;
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Another further step, it would be to memorize also the direction of a node
in order to know an approximate position at a certain instant t and de�ne a
request zone with constant size.
The problem is that the direction can change a lot of times from the instant
that we record the position and the instant at which we send data.



Chapter 4

MATLAB implementation

MATLAB code is structured as follow.
In the �rst part we generate a random number of users. Each user has x and
y random coordinates.
Then using one of the two algorithms we implemented we compute the opti-
mal position of the UAVs in order to cover the maximum number of users.
Since at each iteration a new set of positions is computed, we stated that ev-
ery time a drone moves towards the new closest position in order to consume
less energy as possible.
Once we computed the new set of positions we have to de�ne the topology of
the network. As we already stated if the received power is greater or equal
than a certain threshold there is a connection otherwise not.
At this point we update the routing table and the positions. So, we remove
from the routing table all the paths whose next hop is not a neighbour any-
more and we update the position of all other neighbours.
Once we did this, we choose a source and a destination node and we try to
send data.
In the following sections it is explained how the functions send, RREQ, RREP
and RERR related to the protocols have been implemented.
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4.1 send() function

Figure 4.1: Send method .

This function implements what we have already discussed regarding how
data are sent.
In practice, if a source node S needs to send data to a destination node D
it �rst looks its routing table and if there is a valid route to destination it
sends data to the next hop otherwise it starts a new route discovery.
It can happen that the source node has a valid route to destination but an
intermediate node does not know how to reach D and, in this case, it sends
a RERR to the source and a new route discovery starts. This process ends
when a valid route is found or there is not a valid path.

4.2 route_discovery function

The di�erence between the two protocols is in route discovery because we
have to optimize di�erent metrics and so there is a di�erent way to �nd the
best route.
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First, we discuss the route discovery that allow us to �nd the route with
maximum capacity.

Figure 4.2: Route discovery for maximizing capacity.
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First of all, each node is marked as unvisited and the predecessor is set
to -1. Predecessor is an array where the entry i contains the previous node
of the path from source to node i. Then, we add the source node to a queue.
At this point we extract the �rst element of the queue (we call this element
node_id) that, at the �rst iteration, will be the source node. So, if node_id
is the destination node or it has a valid route to destination it sends a RREP
to the source otherwise I consider each of its neighbours n. I mark n as
visited, set the predecessor of n equal to node_id and add n to the queue.
I de�ned a vector cap where cap(n) represents the maximum minimum ca-
pacity of the path from the source node to n. To update this value, I choose
the maximum between cap(n) and the minimum between cap(node_id) and
the capacity of the link that connects node_id to n.
Let's see an example:
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In this case, suppose we are considering node_id; we have that cap(node_id)
is equal to 3. Then, the capacity of node n will be equal to the maximum
between cap(n) and the minimum between cap(node_id) and the capacity
of the link that connects them. So, cap(n) will be equal to 3.
Now, let's see how the route discovery that minimize the number oh hops
works.
As before we mark each node as unvisited, set the predecessor equal to -1
and add the source to a queue.
Then we extract the �rst element of the queue (we call it node_id) and if this
node is the destination node or it has a valid route to destination it sends a
RREP.
If it is not, we consider all neighbours n of node_id and for each node n we
mark it as visited, set the predecessor equal to node_id and add it to the
queue.
We proceed in this way until we reach the destination or a node that has a
valid route to it.

Figure 4.3: Route discovery to minimize number of hop.
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4.3 route_reply function

Route reply has been implemented in a very simple way using the vector
predecessor that we created during the route discovery.
So, starting from the destination or from the node that knows how to reach
it at each step we visit the predecessor of the considered node (we call it
node_id) and we update the routing table adding node_id as next hop to
reach the destination node. We continue in this way until we reach the
destination.

Figure 4.4: Implementation of Route Reply method.

About the route error we worked in the same way, the only di�erence is that,
at each step, instead of adding node to the routing table we remove them
because, since we are sending RERR it means that a route is not available
anymore.
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4.4 Results

The parameters used for simulations are represented in the table below.

Parameters Value

PTX ( transmission power) 35 dBm

B ( bandwidth) 40 MHz

fC ( carrrier frequency) 2 GHz

G ( antenna gain) 29000/802 [dB

C (light speed) 3 · 108 m/s

Ψ (Shadow fading) N (0, σ2) with σ = 6

Area 5 Km x 5 Km

UAV-UAV TX Range 2.5 Km

Number of UAV 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - 40

n (path loss exponent) 2

Figure 4.5: Number of hop with respect to number of UAVs.
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Figure 4.6: Transmission rate with respect to number of UAVs.

Figure 4.7: End-to-end delay with respect to number of UAVs.

Figure (4.5) shows the mean numbers of hops to reach the destination
while �gure (4.6) shows the mean transmission rate to reach the destination.
Both graphs are with respect to the number of UAVs in the network.
As expected, each protocol works better than the other one with respect
to the metric that it optimizes. The interesting thing is that the di�erence
in the performance become more evident when the number of UAVs in the
network increases.
The two protocols have been compared using end-to-end-delay as comparison
metric. Delay has been de�ned as the time since the sender node checks the
routing table to see if there is or not a valid route to destination to the time
that the packet reaches the destination node.
The necessary time to transmit a packet from node A to node B has been
computed as:

t =
L

R
(4.1)
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where L is the packet length and R is the rate of the link that connects node
A to node B.
For this reason we had to de�ne the size of the packet used for route request,
route reply, route error and data transferred.
So, after some research we decided to use the following values:

• RREQ: 36 bytes;

• RREP: 20 bytes

• RERR: 20 bytes;

• DATA: 512 bytes;

From this point of view, as �gure (4.7) shows, the algorithm that minimize
the number of hops is better because route discovery is faster since each node
does not forward another RREQ with the same ID of the previous one.
Instead, if we want to maximize the capacity, we have to consider all links
and it requires a lot of time.
Even if we did not simulate and computed the tra�c load we can say that
also from this point of view the algorithm that minimizes the number of hops
is better.
In the following plot is represented how the number of hops to reach desti-
nation varies changing the number of drones in the network and the trans-
mission range.

Figure 4.8: Number hop with respect to transmission range.
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The �rst thing that we notice is that using 10 drones with a transmission
range of 1500 m is not good because there are not enough links.
Looking the graph, we can observe that for a given number of drones the
mean number of hop decrease as the transmission range increase. This is
an expected result since increasing the transmission range increase also the
number of neighbours and it is more probably that there is a shortest path.

Figure 4.9: Transmission rate with respect to transmission range for MIN
HOP protocol.

If we consider the transmission rate we can see that it is almost constant,
the transmission range does not a�ect this metric too much. Only changin
the number of UAVs the transmission rate decreases due to interference.
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Figure 4.10: Number hop with respect to transmission range for MAX CAP
protocol.

Figure 4.11: Transmission rate with respect to transmission range for MAX
CAP protocol.

In the graph above is represented how varies the transmission rate chang-
ing the number of UAVs in the network and the transmission range for the
protocol that maximizes the transmission's capacity.
As we can notice, given a �xed number of UAVs and changing the transmis-
sion range, the capacity remains almost constant while the mean number of
hops decrease a little bit.
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Instead, using a high number of UAVs the capacity decreases because in-
creases also the interference of other UAVs.
De�nitely, if we want to use the protocol that maximizes the capacity the
best solution is to use the minimum number of UAVs with the maximum
transmission range.
Remember that in this work is not considered the consumed energy. In this
further case this would not be the best solution because it means that the
coverage range and the distance between UAVs are bigger and so the con-
sumed energy increases.

At this point, we are able to understand how much the power a�ect the
project of a network because one of the goals is to increase the life time of
an UAV. Once we modelled the consumed energy, we can say which is the
better solution based on all data we got.



Chapter 5

Optimal UAVs deployment

The second part of this thesis regards the optimal UAVs deployment based
on the users' position. This challenge �nds application in many scenarios.
For example, as we have already said UAVs can be used to inspect a certain
zone, capture some data (i.e. videos or images) and send them to a control
center.
Or, in case of disaster, we can suppose that a base station is damaged and
we can place a drone to restore connectivity. Again, we can use them in rural
area that cannot be reach using the base stations.
Another application is as support for base stations if the tra�c load is too
high, such as at the stadium when we watch a concert or in city centre.
In this case is also necessary to analyse if it is useful to place a drone because
otherwise, we consume a lot of energy and this is useless.
In all this application is necessary to know the position of the users.
The algorithms for the optimal deployment can be divided in two categories:
the ones that maximize the coverage area and the ones that maximize the
number of covered users.
In the �rst case, given a certain number of drones, we have to �nd the maxi-
mum radius and the position of each drone in order to maximize the coverage
area.
Most of these algorithms try to solve the circle packing problem, i.e., to
deploy N circles inside a given surface such that the packing density is max-
imized and none of the circles overlap.
In [11] a heuristic algorithm has been implemented. Heuristic means that
the solution is built step by step.
This algorithm is based on the concepts of feasible position and damage.
Feasible position means that if we center a circle at that coordinates there is
not overlapping. Indeed, damage is de�ned as the number of positions that
becomes infeasible once we placed an UAV.

35
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So, at each step a circle is placed at the location where the damage is mini-
mized.
In the second category, algorithms have to take into account also the users'
distribution. In [12] has been implemented an algorithm that minimize the
total required transmit power of UAVs while satisfying the users' rate re-
quirements.
To this end, the optimal locations of UAVs as well as the cell boundaries of
their coverage areas are determined.
To �nd those optimal parameters, the problem is divided into two sub-
problems that are solved iteratively.
In the �rst sub-problem, given the cell boundaries corresponding to each
UAV, the optimal locations of the UAVs are derived using the facility loca-
tion framework. In the facility location problem, given sets of facilities and
clients, the goal is to �nd the optimal placement of facilities to minimize
total transportation costs between the clients and facilities. Here, UAVs are
considered as the facilities and users as the clients.
In the second sub-problem, the locations of UAVs are assumed to be �xed,
and the optimal cell boundaries are obtained using tools from optimal trans-
port theory.
In optimal transport theory we supposed that piles of sand and some holes
with the same total volume of sands are randomly distributed over a geo-
graphical area.
The objective is to �nd the optimal moves to transport the entire piles to
the holes with a minimum transportation cost. The optimal moves depend
on the cost function which is a function of distance between pills and holes.
The results show that the total required transmit power is signi�cantly re-
duced by determining the optimal coverage areas for UAVs.
These results also show that, moving the UAVs based on users' distribution,
and adjusting their altitudes can lead to a minimum power consumption.

5.1 Scenario

We supposed to have a set of N users uniformly distributed and each user
has been represented with x and y coordinates.
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Figure 5.1: Users' distribution.

Then, we supposed two cases: in the �rst case we know how many drones
we have and we place them in order to maximize the number of covered users;
while, in the second case, we don't know how many drones we need and so,
through density computation, we are able to determinate it.
At the end, we implemented two algorithm and we compared them. One al-
gorithm solves an optimization problem with constraints using the function
fmincon ([13] and [14]) in MATLAB while, the other one, solve the problem
through convolution only using matrices and �lters.
But let's proceed step by step.

5.1.1 How many drones do we have?

This problem has been seen as a clustering problem. Given a set of points
belonging to the Euclidean space, with a notion of distance between points,
clustering aims at grouping them into a number of subsets (clusters) such
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that:

• Points in the same clusters are "close" to one another;

• Points in di�erent clusters are "distant" from one another;

The distance represents the concept of similarity. A clustering problem op-
timizes a given objective function. Some of the most common objective
function are:

• Φ(C) = maxki=1maxa∈Cid(a, Ci)

• Φ(C) =
k∑

i=1

∑
a∈Ci

(d(a, Ci))
2

• Φ(C) =
k∑

i=1

∑
a∈Ci

d(a, Ci)

We know how many drones we have

If we know how many drones we have we apply a simple k-means algorithm.

Figure 5.2: k-means algorithms' implementation.
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Figure 5.3: partition methods' implementation.

K-means algorithm receives as input a set of points P and a set of initial
clusters C. Then, using the method Partition, we assign each point to the
cluster of its closest center.
At this point we update the centroid of each cluster. Centroids are computed
using the following formula:

c(P ) =
1

N

∑
X∈P

X (5.1)

We proceed in this way until the set of centers does not change. The quality
of the solution and the speed of convergence depend by the initial set of
centers. Consider this example:

Figure 5.4: Clustering with wrong set of initial centers.
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If initially one center falls among the points on the left side, and two
centers fall among the points on the right side, it is impossible that one
center moves from right to left, hence the two obvious clusters on the left
will be considered as just one cluster.
For this reason we used kmeans++ that provide us a good initial set of
centers. In this way, we obtain a clustering that is not too far from the
optimal solution.

Figure 5.5: k-means++ algorithm's implementation.

As we already said k-means++ allows us to �nd a good initial set of centers.
The �rst center is a random point chosen from the set of all points P with
uniform probability and adds to the set of centers S.
Now, at each iteration the next center is chosen from the set P - S with

probability (d(p,S))2∑
q∈P−S

(d(q,S))2
and we continue in this way until we get k centers.

We do not know how many drones we have

If we do not know how many drones we need we use mean - shift theory that
allows us to �nd the densest zone and, consequently, the number of necessary
drones. This method uses kernels.
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [15] is a non parametric technique for den-
sity estimation. Non parametric means that it is not based on parametrized
families of probability distribution where common parameters are the mean
and variance.
It can be viewed as a generalisation of histograms.
When we use histograms the results depend by the choice of the anchor point
(the lower left corner of the histogram grid) and for this reason not always
they provide a good solution.
Instead, using kernel, the results do not depend by the grid because we sim-
ply do a weighted sum based on the distance from the kernel's center.
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In the �gure we can see how the algorithm works.

Figure 5.6: Mean shift algorithm's implementation.

First of all, for each point we consider a set of neighbours. The neighbours
of a point are all points at a distance less or equal to a speci�ed threshold.
Then we perform a sort of weighted mean using a Gaussian kernel on the
distance. Gaussian kernel has the following expression:

K(x− xi) =
1√
2πσ

exp(−||x− xi||
2

2σ2
) (5.2)

In formula (5.2) σ represents the variance and we want to choose it as small
as possible but we have to take into account that there is always a trade-o�
between the bias of the estimator and the variance itself. There are some
algorithms used for the computation of the correct value of the variance.
A range of kernel functions are commonly used: uniform, triangular, bi-
weight, triweight, Epanechnikov, normal, and others.
Then we are able to compute the value m(x). We continue in this way until
the values of m(x) don't change anymore. The di�erence m(x)- x represents
the mean shift.
It is not guarantee that the algorithm converges, for this reason the algorithm
run for a de�ned number of iteration.
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5.2 1st algorithm: optimization problem

The �rst algorithm that we implemented for an optimal UAVs deployment
solve the following optimization problem:

max
∑
ui∈U

ui (5.3)

s.t.

||ui − Ck|| ≤ R (5.4)

||Cj − Ck|| ≥ 2R (5.5)

where U is the set of users and ui a speci�ed user. Constraint (5.4) states
that a user is covered if the distance to its closest center is less ore equal to
the coverage radius of the UAV. If the user i is covered then ui = 1.
Constraint (5.5) states that the distance between two UAVs must be greater
or equal than 2R in order to avoid overlapping.
This problem has been solved using the MATLAB function fmincon through
Lagrangian multipliers. This function receives as input a set of constraints
that can be linear on non-linear.

Figure 5.7: Covered users at each iteration.
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In �gure is represented the number of covered users at each iteration. As
we can see the number increases at each step. fmincon() receives as input
also the minimization function. In our case the minimization function is:

min
k∑

i=1

∑
a∈Ci

(d(a, Ci))
2 (5.6)

As we have already said, the performance of fmincon() depend by the set of
initial centers that we provide as input and it is for this reason that we used
clustering.
fmincon and clustering aim to minimize the same objective function.
The output set of centers from clustering is the input of fmincon and so
also the objective function is the starter point of the function that fmincon
minimizes. The cost function of fmincon increases with respect to the one
provided as input because in order to satisfy all constraints the position of
the centers needs to change. In particular, we want to maximize the number
of covered users avoiding overlap and this is what causes this increase.

Figure 5.8: Processing time with respect to number of users.
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As we can see in �gure (5.8) the performance of the algorithm increases
as the number of users and drones increase.
This is due to the fact that we add further constraints and this requires more
time to �nd a solution. In fact, increasing the number of users increase also
the time necessary for the k-means++ to �nd a good set of initial centers
and also the function fmincon needs more time because there are others con-
straint to satisfy.
But, the thing that mainly a�ects the performance of the algorithm is the
number of UAVs because the number of iteration of k-means increases ex-
ponentially with respect to the number of UAVs and, also, the number of
constraints increases. Remember that we have to satisfy the constraints
about the minimum distance between two centers and the distance of a user
from the closest center. So, also the number of iterations to �nd the closest
center increases exponentially.

5.2.1 fmincon

In general, an optimization problem is described as:

min
x
f(x) (5.7)

subject to
Gi = 0 (5.8)

Gi ≤ 0 (5.9)

fmincon is a function that tries to solve an optimization problem using
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) equations.
These equations are a necessary conditions to �nd an optimal solution of a
constrained optimization problem.
If the problem is a so-called convex programming problem, that is, f(x) and
Gi(x), i = 1,...,m, are convex functions, then the KKT equations are both
necessary and su�cient for a global solution point.
The Kuhn-Tucker equations can be stated as:

∇f(x∗) +
m∑
i=1

λi · ∇Gi(x
∗) = 0 (5.10)

λi ·Gi(x
∗) = 0 i = 1,...,me (5.11)

λi ≥ 0 i = me + 1,...,m (5.12)

The �rst equation represents the di�erence of the gradients between the ob-
jective function and the active constraints at the solution point.
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In order to obtain zero as result, Lagrange multipliers (λi, i = 1,...,m) have
to balance the di�erence in magnitude of the two terms.
Lagrange multipliers of the constraints that are not included in the equation
are equal to 0. The solution of the KKT equations forms the basis to many
nonlinear programming algorithms.
These algorithms attempt to compute the Lagrange multipliers directly.
For example, quasi-Newton methods guarantee superlinear convergence us-
ing second-order information regarding the KKT equations.
In general, these methods are commonly referred to as Sequential Quadratic
Programming (SQP) methods since, at each iteration, a QP subproblem is
solved.

5.2.2 Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)

SQP methods represent the state of the art in non-linear programming meth-
ods. The method fmincon allows to imitate Newton's method for constrained
and unconstrained optimization.
At each major iteration, the Hessian of the Lagrangian function is approxi-
mated using a quasi-Newton updating method.
This is then used to generate a QP subproblem whose solution is used in a
line search procedure to �nd the direction along which the objective function
is reduced and then compute the step size that determines how far x should
move along that direction.
The general method is stated here. Given the problem description in GP
(Equation 5.7) the principal idea is the formulation of a QP subproblem
based on a quadratic approximation of the Lagrangian function.

L(x, λ) = f(x) +
m∑
i=1

λi · gi(x) (5.13)

5.2.3 Quadratic Programming (QP) Subproblem

min
d∈Rn

1

2
dTHkd+∇f(xk)Td (5.14)

∇gi(xk)Td+ gi(xk) = 0 i=1,...,me (5.15)

∇gi(xk)Td+ gi(xk) ≤ 0. i=me+1,...,m (5.16)

This subproblem can be solved using any QP algorithm. The solution is used
to form a new iterate

xk+1 = xk + akdk (5.17)
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The step length parameter αk is determined by an appropriate line search
procedure so that a su�cient decrease in a merit function is obtained.
The matrix Hk is a positive de�nite approximation of the Hessian matrix of
the Lagrangian function (Equation 5.13). Hk can be updated by any of the
quasi-Newton methods, although the quasi-Newton approximation method
appears to be the most popular. A non-linearly constrained problem can
often be solved in fewer iterations than an unconstrained problem using SQP.
One of the reasons for this is that, because of limits on the feasible area, the
optimizer can make informed decisions regarding directions of search and
step length.

5.3 2nd algorithm: density map and �lters

Figure 5.9: Pseudo code of the algorithm.

We considered two matrices with size equals to the simulation area: a
matrix is used for the users (we call it users) while the other one is used for
UAVs (we call it drones). These matrices are initialized with all zeros and,
considering the matrix users, I assumed that the entry (x,y) is equal to one
if there is an user located at position (x,y).
Then we create two �lters: a Gaussian �lter and a simple mask made of all
ones.
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To create a Gaussian �lter I created a mesh grid of the desired size where
each entries of the matrix is equal to:

G(x, y) = e−
x2+y2

2σ2 (5.18)

Then, to normalize each entry I divided the matrix for the maximum value
on it.

Figure 5.10: Example of Gaussian �lter and mask of all ones.

Then we perform a sort of convolution (because it's more a cross correla-
tion) between the Gaussian �lter and the matrix users.

(f ∗ g)(t) =

∫ +∞

−∞
f(τ)g(t− τ)dτ (5.19)

Convolution [16] is de�ned as the integral of the product of the two functions
after one is reversed and shifted. We are not doing this because we are simply
doing the inner product between two matrices, functions are not reversed.
We also de�ne a stride, a step size that allow us to slide through the matrix.
Stride equals to one means that the �lter slides through the matrix entry
by entri, while stride equals to two means that the �lter slides through the
matrix by moving 2 entries per step. We are performing a sort of down-
sampling.
If we do this using machine learning, computing the convolution or the cross-
correlation is the same because the �lter's coe�cients are automatically com-
puted during training and, for this reason, they are equal to the ones obtained
reversing the function.
In this way we obtain a sub matrix where each entry is a number much higher
if the zone is dense. So, we obtain something similar to a density map.
We do the same for drones matrix; we do not use a Gaussian �lter because
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we do not need a density map but only to know if we already placed a drone.
For example, when there is perfect overlap between the �lter and the zone
occupied by a drone, we have the highest possible value; while, if there is not
overlapping, we obtain zero.
At this point we take the highest value from the submatrix obtained from
users (it represents the densest zone, i.e. the zone with the highest number
of users) and, since we also know the x and y coordinates, we check in the
UAV matrix if we already placed a drone in that zone.
We can place a drone in that position only if the value of the entry (x,y) is
zero otherwise it means that there would be overlapping.
If we cannot place a UAV there, we look for the next densest zone. We con-
tinue in this way until all drones are placed.
When we placed a drone we marked each entry of the circumscribed hexagon
to the circle of radius R equals to one.
The problem of placing a de�ned number of drones in a rectangular area,
as we already said, is called circle packing problem and the results say that
the best con�guration is obtained if we marked the occupied area with a
hexagon.
Regarding the performance of this algorithm, speed and e�ciency depend by
the stride, the size of the �lters and size of the area.

Figure 5.11: Instant when drones are placed.

The problems of the algorithm are: it requires time to apply the �lter to
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the whole matrix and only after some trials we are able to �nd a trade-o�
between time and accuracy. The second problem is that the algorithm is
quite fast to �nd the densest zone, in fact we can see in �gure (5.11) that
the �rst circles are placed in not too much time but then, the last circles
requires more time because it has to be placed nearly occupied zone and so
we have to search in the matrix an available position. This step requires
too much time. In �gure (5.12) is represented the necessary time to perform
convolution with respect to the step size. As we can see the time decreases in
an exponential way but increasing the step size decreases also the accuracy.
For this reason we need to �nd a trade-o�.

Figure 5.12: Time required for convolution.

5.4 Comparison

The two algorithms have the same objectives but they proceed in di�erent
ways.
Considering the �rst algorithm (the one that uses fmincon) we can see that
the solution depends by the set of initial centers that we provide as input.
For this reason, before applying fmincon, we have to perform clustering and
subsequently we are able to optimize the solution.
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Certainly, we cannot obtain an optimal solution because it is not possible to
cover all users but only 70 - 80 %. The main disadvantage of this algorithm
is that, at each instant, it provides the best con�guration. We do not know
which are the densest zone, starting from an initial set of point we obtain
the solution.
The second algorithm, instead, using convolution, is able to provide a density
map of the users and then we can decide where to place our UAVs.
The problem is that the performance of the algorithm depends by the size of
the �lters and the stride that we choose because the number of computations
increases with the accuracy.
Instead, the performance does not depend by number of users.
In this work we did not found the optimal parameters, only after several
trials we choose the parameters that provide the best performance.
Maybe using convolutional neural network [17], the performance would be
better because they allow to �nd the optimal parameters.
Another problem of this algorithm is that it requires the size of the radius
R because it is necessary to check if there is overlapping. Using fmincon,
instead, at each iteration we can maximize the radius choosing it equals to
the minimum distance between two centers divided by two. In �gure (5.13)
we can see the di�erent results of the two algorithms.
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(a) UAVs deployment using fmincon

(b) UAVs deployment using convolution.

Figure 5.13

In the second algorithm there is also the problem that: if there is not
enough free space for all drones the algorithm stops its execution. Consider
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that we want to place 10 drones and for example after we placed 7 drones
there is not enough space. In this case the algorithm stops. It would be
better if we can adapt the radius of the circle during the execution but the
problem is that we placed a drone only considering the densest zone, without
taking into account the others zone or others UAVs, there is not dependency.
We should add an optimization: once we found the densest zones, we place
UAVs in order to maximize the numbers of covered user and the radius. This
is what fmincon does and we are not able to do by hand.
Comparing the execution time of the two algorithms we can notice that the
algorithm that uses fmincon is faster and it takes around 9s to �nd a solution
while the other one takes 9 minutes.
Examining in more detail the performance of the 1st algorithm we have that
kmeans++ requires a time O(kkN) because at each iterations we have to
compute the distance of each point from the set of centers (in the worst case
they are k) and the number of iteration is equal to the number of UAVs we
need.
Then, k-means algorithm in the worst case takes a time O(Nkd) where N is
the set of points that we consider, k is the number of cluster and d is the
dimension in which we work. Using k-means++ as initializer it has been
proved that kmeans �nds a solution in less than N iterations.
The 2nd algorithm requires much more time because the moltiplication be-
tween the �lter and matrix for the users requires a time equal to O(L2) where
L is the size of the �lter (it is bigger than the radius of the circles) and we
have to perform multiplication entry by entry. The problem is that we have
to do this for a number of times equal to the dimension of the area divided
by the stride.
The last steps are to �nd the maximum and verify that that there is not
overlapping and this require a time equal to O(W 2) where W is the size of
the �lter fro drones and we have to do it for a maximum of time equal to the
size of submatrix obtained from convolution.
The algorithm starts to go slower when we have already placed some drones
and overlapping starts to occur.
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Future work

This work is a good starting point for what regards routing protocol in dy-
namic networks because it shows as a link can disappear or appear depending
by the channel's conditions.
It also provides an idea about the performance since the used parameters are
based on Wi-Fi, so it is a practical example.
Starting from here, this work can be improved in many directions. For ex-
ample, we can develop a routing protocol based completely on georouting
exploiting the physical position of UAVs without using routing table.
Furthermore, if we want to improve the e�ciency, we can take into account
the lifetime of an UAV considering the necessary power to transmit data.
Then also the protocol has to be adapted and, for example, we can search
the shortest path with the minimum energy consumption for a given desti-
nation.
Also, it would be interesting to simulate these two protocols using software
like NS3 or Omnet++ because they allow to generate more packet and so,
we can consider also collision.
At the end, if we want to simulate a more realistic scenario it would be in-
teresting to assume that channel is mono directional, i.e. there is a link from
drone i to drone j but not the opposite for example. In this case, the only
di�erence would be in the route reply because we cannot use the reverse path
to send the RREP packet, but we have to start a route discovery again. For
reasons of simplicity this case has not be considered and it has been seen as
a further step.
Indeed, if we look the algorithm for the optimal deployment, we can decide
to deploy a drone in order to guarantee a minimum rate to all users. It is
not so complicated because the idea is the same of the one about if a link
between two UAVs exists and we have to add only the constraints in the
function fmincon.
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The algorithm that uses �lter and matrix can be improved using Neural Net-
work because the idea is almost the same. We can use the output of the
function fmincon as training sample and then the convolutional neural net-
work should be trained and being able to provide as output a good set of
centers.
Also, from the time point of view the performance should be better.
Furthermore, a good idea would be to adapt this method to work continu-
ously. It means that it always �nds the densest zones and then we decide
where to place our drones. The goal is not to obtain a set of centers at the
end of each iteration but only know the densest zone and available positions.
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Conclusion

Starting from my academic studies, this thesis aims to implement two routing
protocols and analyse them with respect to a de�ned metric.
One protocol aims to minimize the number of hops to reach the destination
while the other one maximizes the transmission rate.
As expected, if we compare these two protocols with respect to end-to-end
delay we see that the protocol that minimizes the number of hops is better.
This is mainly due to the route discovery which is faster in this case because
each node broadcasts a RREP and discards it if it had already received
another one with the same id. In the other protocol, since we have to �nd the
maximum-minimum capacity we have to analyse each link, and this require
more time.
Then, in the second phase, we implemented two algorithms for the optimal
UAVs deployment. From the beginning this problem has been seen as a
clustering problem where the �nal position of an UAV is the center of the
cluster. The problem of this approach is that it founds the centers without
including in the process the distance between centers and, at the end, we
obtained two centers that were too close leading to a small coverage range
and consequently a small number of covered users.
For these reasons we decided to process in another way and we exploited
the function fmincon. The obtained results are good since the percentage of
covered users is around 80%.
Also, the performance of the second approach are quite good but it is slower
because the computations are on a matrix of high dimensions.
Because the basic idea is the same as the convolutional neural network trying
with this one the performance should improve and provide good results.
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